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Desert Dwellers

A tiny snout pops out of the sand. It is the nose of a fennec 

fox. The little fox is building its burrow.

The fennec fox is the smallest fox in the world. Most 

fennec foxes weigh only 2 or 3 pounds (0.9 to 1.4 kg). They 

are just 11 to 12 inches (27.9 to 30.5 cm) long.  

C h A p t e r  o n e

Fennec foxes are desert animals.
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They have very large ears that can grow 6 inches (15.2 cm) 

long! Fennec fox ears have a special job. They help keep the 

animal cool in the hot desert. The fox’s blood comes close to 

the skin’s surface on its ears. The ears have little fur to keep the 

heat in. This cools the blood down.

Keeping cool is important for fennec foxes. They live 

in the Sahara Desert. Other hot parts of northern Africa are 

part of their habitat, too. Fennec foxes are nocturnal. Being 

active at night helps them avoid the desert heat. Their long, 

thick fur is sandy in color. This keeps the foxes much cooler 

than they would be with dark-colored fur. Its length and 

thickness protects the foxes from the sun’s heat. It also keeps 

them warm at night. Fennec fox tails have lots of fur. The tails 

help keep the foxes warm when curled around their bodies. 

Their tails have black tips, and so do the foxes’ small snouts.

speCiAl Feet
Fennec foxes have wide, furry feet. Their feet are like snowshoes. They help the foxes walk 

on top of the sand. The fur protects their feet from the burning hot sand. But their feet are like 

shovels, too. They help the foxes dig their burrows.
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Fennec foxes look for food at night. They eat many 

different kinds of food. Sometimes they eat plants. Other times 

they eat rodents, birds, lizards, insects, and other animals. 

They eat bird eggs, too. Fennec foxes do not need to drink 

water regularly. They get water from the food they eat.

Fennec foxes live in northern Africa.
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Fennec foxes are great jumpers. Adults can jump into the 

air more than 2 feet (0.6 m). Fennec foxes can jump more 

than 3 feet (0.9 m) across ground. Their sense of smell and 

hearing are also very good. They can hear beetles walking on 

sand. The foxes’ jumping ability, combined with their hearing 

and smell, help them catch prey.

Small rodents, such as this jerboa, are fennec fox prey.
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Fennec foxes live in burrows. They like to build their 

burrows at the base of sand dunes or hills. Fennec foxes 

usually live in small groups of ten or fewer animals. They 

can live in families, pairs, or alone. They make soft sounds 

or barks and squeaks to get one another’s attention.

Fennec foxes live alone, in small groups, or pairs.
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Baby fennec foxes are called cubs. They are usually 

born in late winter or early spring. Two to five cubs are born 

at a time. They are blind and helpless. But they are ready to 

be on their own by six to nine months old. Male and female 

foxes form pairs. They stay together their whole lives.  

In the wild, they typically live for ten years.

Fennec fox cubs can live on their own in less than a year.
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Scientists are working to learn 

more about fennec foxes. They 

study fennec fox habitat. They 

learn how the animals behave 

in the wild. They watch how the 

foxes behave in groups. One 

place scientists are performing 

these studies is in Tunisia.

Some zoos display fennec 

foxes. When the foxes are in 

zoos, scientists can study them. 

Zoo visitors can learn about 

them, too. They can help spread 

the word about fennec foxes. 

Learning more about these 

animals often makes people  

want to help protect them.

Some zoos keep fennec foxes 
to study and show to visitors.
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what You Can Do 

• Never keep a fennec fox (or any other exotic animal) as a pet.

• Learn everything you can about fennec foxes.

• Tell everyone what you know about fennec foxes. Explain that 
they are better off wild than living as pets.
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glossarY

agile (AJ-il) When an animal is agile, 
it can move easily and quickly. Fennec 
foxes are agile.

conservation (kon-sur-VAY-shun) 
Conservation is the protection of  
animals, plants, and their habitats.  
Some conservation groups protect fennec 
fox habitat.

endangered (en-DANE-jerd) An 
endangered animal is in danger of 
dying out. Scientists are working to 
understand whether or not fennec foxes 
are endangered.

exotic (ig-ZAH-tik) Something exotic is 
very unusual, strange, or different. Some 
people keep fennec foxes as exotic pets.

habitat (HAB-uh-tat) A habitat is a place 
in nature where animals or plants live. 
The Sahara Desert is fennec fox habitat.

nocturnal (nak-TUR-nul) A nocturnal 
animal is one that is active at night. 
Fennec foxes are nocturnal.

populations (pop-yuh-LAY-shunz) 
Populations are groups of a certain kind 
of animal in a certain location. There are 
many different populations of fennec foxes.

predators (PRED-a-terz) Predators hunt, 
kill, and eat other animals. Fennec foxes 
have several predators in the wild.

prey (PRAY) Prey is an animal that other 
animals hunt and kill for food. Lizards 
are the prey of fennec foxes.

rodents (RO-dents) Rodents are small 
animals with fur and sharp teeth. Fennec 
foxes sometimes eat rodents.

threatened (THRET-und) An animal that 
is threatened is likely to become an 
endangered species. Scientists study 
fennec foxes to learn if they  
are threatened.
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web sites

Visit our Web site for links about fennec foxes:  
childsworld.com/links

Note to Parents, Teachers, and Librarians: We routinely verify our Web links to make 
sure they are safe and active sites. So encourage your readers to check them out!
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